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Part 1   Study background

 I n 1997, as financial crisis severely crippled the economies

of many Asian countries, Taiwan has held firm thanks to

its solid financial structure that insulated the island from being

affected but moves to recreate yet another economic pinnacle,

together with a number of political and economic reforms

completed.  Yet amid a new era where the pace of globalization

and digitalization quickens, and global competition becomes

fierce, the ability to capture this niche timing that bestows infi-

nite possibilities in the global competitive arena remains the only

viable means to surpass the confine of time and capture the cres-

cent in the millennial race.  In support of manifesting president

Chen’s national administration concept and in support of the

nation’s future administration blueprint, the Executive Yuan has

on May 3, 2002 promulgated a “Challenging 2008: a

national development focus plan (2002 -

2007)”, which covers three

major reforms and ten

i n f r a s t r u c t u r e

plans that can

be described

a s  a  m i d -

t e r m  n a -

t ional  de-

velopment

p l a n  f o r

T a i w a n .

Among them,

the E-generation

cultivation plan has

been developed around the

framework of a nationwide English

proficiency assessment program.

To continue promoting the “Public servant English profi-

ciency enhancing program”, the Central Personnel Administra-

tion has notified various government agencies and county/

municipality governments on November 5, 2004 to appoint one

to two civil servants up to job class 11 with an advanced or

equivalent English proficiency as evaluated through the nation-

wide English proficiency assessment.  Whereby the bureau fur-

ther evaluated the candidates recommended by various agen-

cies and selected a total of forty individuals, including 30 from

central government and 10 from local governments, to partake

a “focus English proficiency enhancement study program” in

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT)’s English

Worldwide (REW) Center in Melbourne, Australia to facilitate
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mirroring foreign language teaching mode that could be adopted as

references in future promotion of public servant English proficiency

enhancement.

Part 2 Profile and teaching characteristics of the

training institution

1. Profile of the training institute:
Founded in 1887, the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology

(RMIT) is one of the largest multi-level universities by scale in

Australia, and ranks 55th among renowned universities of sciences

and engineering worldwide, where it consistently draws many in

ternational students to apply for registration for studying at the

university.  While the university’s English Worldwide (REW) center,

founded in 1968, is best known for its dynamic teaching faculty,

comprehensive curriculum, diverse and systematic teaching

material, and has been co-underwriter of the International English

Language Testing System (IELTS) that it collaborates with British

Council and Cambridge University, with branches located all across

China, Hong Kong, Singapore, India and so forth.  The center pri-

marily serves to support the school’s English proficiency training

for foreign students, and international students who wish to apply

to study the program are not only required to possess a certain level

of English proficiency and qualification but are also required to un-

dergo designated entrance language training before they may en-

roll to study; Taiwan’s Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission regu-

larly selects administration associates to study at the center on a

yearly basis.

2. Teaching characteristics:

(1) Apti tude-or iented classes for customized teaching

implementation:  As all participants are required to undergo

the center’s English professional grading examination prior

to enrollment, the students are assessed of their English lis-

tening  , reading and grammar proficiency through a comput-

erized Q&A mode, coupled with short composition in a sce-

nario description for assessing their vocabulary adaptation and

sentence  structure sophistication, before the would-be stu-

dent is  interviewed individually by the panelist to assess

their oral expression capability and readying for placement

by aptitude. With the entire educational curriculum divided

into seven levels, the trainees from Taiwan are enrolled in the

intermediary (level 4) or higher classes despite possessing a

significant level of language proficiency graded higher than

other international students on a comparable level, in order to

study various phases of the teaching modes, and sharing the
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Grade Level Group Grade Level  Group
participants participants

1 0 5 16
Elementary Upper

2 0 6 17
Rudimentary Advanced 1

3 0 7 3
Pre-Intermediate Advanced 2

4 4
Intermediate

classes with other international students (refer to the chart
below).

(2) Panel discussions that are diverse and in-depth:

Taking to a small class orientation, the Worldwide English

(REW) Center has approx. 15 trainees in each class, which is

presided by two senior instructors who grappling the

progress of each trainee by prescribed learning direction and

focus designated for all phases, in which the enrollees are

encouraged to instigate topical research on subjects that in-

terest them most from newspapers and print magazines or

things around them, whereby the students are let in on group

discussions and opinion exchange.  Moreover, the students

are shown to gather data through Internet, or through state

or school libraries,  and to compose research questionnaire,

polling it in the street, as well as presenting their study find-

ings and reflection individually on the podium upon con-

cluding their topical studies.

(3) Dual emphasis in practical and theoretical learning:

As enhancing the English proficiency of enrollees applying

to study at RMIT is the key mission of REW, the curriculum

encompasses key focuses including reading skills, research

methods, dissertation composition, research finding report-

age and so forth, which provides an excellent pathway for

further study at RMIT.  In addition, the get acquainted with

Australian culture through interactive means, such as group

competitions, outdoor teaching, to gain firsthand exposure

to regional activities, adapt to the local way of life, and help

to achieve the dual purpose of theoretical and practical

learning.
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(4) Voluntary learning management:

To cultivate a voluntary academic study dynamic once

RMIT, REW has compiled and edited systematic multime-

dia or written teaching materials for all stages, and has

launched an Independent Learning Center (ILC) to strin-

gently require every member to undergo independent study

management, whereby each member is assessed of the indi-

vidual linguistic weaknesses through the teaching materi-

als with a set of learning objectives and focuses drafted upon

each week’s curriculum, together with records kept for de-

ficiency review, while the instructor would enlist  as evalu-

ation focus for each stage of the program in a move to en-

hance the member’s linguistic proficiency.

Part 3     Study reflections

1. Instilling a positive learning approach:

Language serves as a communication tool. One is about to perfect

language learning with perseverance and without shying from

making mistakes; in other words, what it takes to learn a foreign

language takes guts or event attempting to use it as shamelessly as

possible.  Granted that making mistakes could be embarrassing,

yet this is when one remembers the most. Since English is not  our

mother tongue, it is quite conceivable that one would make certain

mistakes.  Suppose certain foreigners are attempting to converse

with us using Mandarin and making some mistakes along the way

in terms of idioms or phrases, normally it does not hinder our

understanding, and most of us would tend to praise them for mak-

ing the efforts.  For example, during my study, while attempting to

make spaghetti, I went to the market to get cheese powder, and

asked the proprietors at several booths trying to gesture what I

wanted. At last, a humorous proprietor finally got what I was try-

ing to gesture and told me that I wanted cheddar, who, upon my

getting the cheese, proceeded to telling me some of the tips in pre-

paring Italian dishes - a rather memorable experience in picking

up vocabulary and making new friends.

2. Cultivating a fine learning orientation:

A common complaint from the enrollees is how one tends to forget

certain vocabulary one memorizes today by tomorrow, or tomor-

row by the day after, feeing very frustrated. Upon hearing this, the

instructor has congratulated the student for living so healthily, for

only the dead or those on a rebound could have the so-called pho-

tographic memory, and forgetfulness also happens with foreigners

too.  To expand one’s vocabulary, besides popular methods such

as recognizing the prefix or suffix, a viable means has been to read

as much as one can.  When reading, it is best to avoid looking up
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the dictionary too frequently but rather only to look up certain key

words, which would improve the recognition of frequently ap-

peared words. While  familiarizing oneself with the sentence and

paragraph structures, one is progressing in composition writing.

3. Instilling an English environment:

what some households have done in posting English vocabulary

on their furniture in a move to memorize those words may seem

slightly excessive yet a viable means. Only when one is in a total

English environment would one be compelled to think and speak

in English, a very rudimentary approach in language reflection.

Hence it is best to expose oneself in a total English environment,

such as listing to all English radio broadcast, reading English news-

papers and magazines, keeping an English diary or talking to

oneself, where a less than perfect comprehensive in listening and

watching would not do any harm to one’s English linguistic com-

prehensive but there is always certain yield in excelling one’s En-

glish proficiency.

4. Voluntary learning, voluntary management:

As no one knows you better than yourself, after having learned

English for so many years, I find myself to be repeating the same

mistakes, an area that was never addressed, while I continue to

shun from tackling the mistake whenever similar usages come up.

The World English (REW) Center first wants everyone to confront

himself honestly by reviewing his own learning obstacles and blind

spots, before one is to draft a set of learning objectives and focuses

according to the curriculum by locating the suitable teaching ma-

terials to study on one’s own, and exercise voluntary control and

review in order to better strengthen one’s overall linguistic

capabilities.

Part 4     An overview and recommendation for Taiwan’s civil ser-
vant English proficiency enhancement yield

1.Overview

(1)   Lacking learning incentive:  Lacking  tangible measures in

Taiwan’s public service system that would poise to enhance

the personnel’s English learning desire, except a portion of the

public servants involving in foreign affairs ,  the majority of

civil servants have reckoned it unnecessary to study English,

which leads to indifferent outcome yield of related language

promotions staged previously.  Compared with large-scale pri-

vate enterprise, in a move to expand their business presence,

most of the private firms have been actively developing, pro-

moting and hiring foreign language talents over time, which

have indeed produced effective yield in expanding the busi-

ness operations and profitable gain.  In light of which, how
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best to inspire civil servants’ learning motives has emerged as

a pressing task.

(2) Lacking sufficient English-speaking environment:  As Taiwan is

compelled to face up to interaction with world governments

and private exchange in response to globalization and the digi-

tal era, a majority of the public servants’ Mandarin-based

mindset has come to mar global affairs or tourism promotion, not-

withstanding that there is a general lack of English proficiency

enhancement program for public servants’ orientation or

training, or the presence of a system-

atic enhancement program to hinder

the nation from fully embracing its

globalization timetable for the

lack of a talent pool for push-

ing the island’s globaliza-

tion move.

(3) Not integrated

with work:  As re-

vealed in the

Immigration

 Office National

Police Agency, in

the case of December

2004, foreigners that

pass through C.K.S. Air-

port had hit the mark of

over 400,0001, an indicative

sign of local businesses con-

ducted by, notwithstanding that

foreign language facilitation at many

of the household administration, police

administration and traffic agencies, tourism facilities or even

with the general public seem to leave room for improvement.

Furthermore, the English proficiency in the security inspection

services that R.O.C. Coast Guard Administration provides at

various international ports also calls for improvement.  In light

of which, to strengthen public service yield, and enhance the

nation’s overall competitiveness, reviewing the English profi-

ciency in public service work demands immediate attention.

2. Recommendation:

(1) Drafting incentive measures:  In a move to excel the English

 proficiency among civil servants, the Central Personnel Admin-

istration has since stipulated that all agencies may instigate ad-

ditional points be given in the personnel evaluation process ac-
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cording to a public servant’s English proficiency grade derived

from the national English proficiency assessment, and has pro-

mulgated a ratio to bring up the level of job-related English

proficiency, which are expected to excel public servants’ desire

to learn English and be able to improve the prevalence of En-

glish proficiency in government services.  In the future, a stead-

fast promotion of routinely appointing avid English learners to

study overseas or partake international events would greatly con-

tribute towards expand the public servant’s global perspective

and enhance their language proficiency, who upon return to the

country would further facilitate promoting English prevalence

at the agency that they serve to receive an instantaneous yield

with half the efforts.

(2) Instilling an English environment:  To actively promote government

 agency English prevalence, in recent years many agencies not

only prioritize in making announcements, installing facilities,

bringing in the Internet and promulgating through regulations

and ordinances to stipulate English prevalence, with some of

the government units even going as far as broadcasting English

learning tapes during break times in a move to strengthen an all

English environment.  To refine the public servant’s English

proficiency, it is viable to commission Civil Service Develop-

ment Institute to launch an English learning village by mirror-

ing the independent learning center (ILC) at REW, offering an

all English teaching, backed by concentrated language learning

material and teaching faculty, where government agencies may

assign personnel to partake the program for improving their in-

dividual English proficiency.

(3) Promoting English activities:  In a move to excel the scope of

 English language applications, it is viable for various agencies

to organize an English study club or promotional organization

to routinely stage English activities or contests, whereby inter-

active means could be used to stimulate the associate to utilize

the language and apply it in daily living.  In addition, an alter-

native is to combine government business needs by encourag-

ing the associates to voluntarily study foreign public service

policy, or call on local or foreign businesses to learn their man-

agement concept and implementation, which would help them

attain innovative learning and achieving the objective of creat-

ing a learning environment.

(4) Strengthening work related applications:  To refine work-related

 English applications, it is viable to continue reviewing the

progress of English service that various government agencies

offer in public services, particularly so in how the R.O.C. Coast

Guard Administration’s frequent exposure to foreign affairs

when carrying out maritime law enforcement and maritime ser-
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vices would require a priority in drafting probable scenario,

coupled with compiling a duty English manual and teaching

materials such as demonstration tapes, in support of personnel

on-the-job training in spare time that would help to address fu-

ture missions and strengthen public servants’ English

proficiency.

Part 5 Recapitulations

Following the R.O.C. Coast Guard Administration’s summoning

a maritime affairs forum on December 25, 2004, at which a national

policy heeding to a “Taking to a seafaring nation, Taiwan sets sail” ob-

jective has been ascertained, and that the premier has further declared

2005 as the “Taiwan Maritime Year”, all of which have demonstrated

the nation’s future direction in promoting globalization.  While in the

process of realizing this national development plan, language facilita-

tion has emerged as an indispensable tool, and an essential dynamic in

propelling the nation’s prosperity.

The author has been fortunate enough to partake the Royal

Melbourne Institute of Technology’s English proficiency enhancement

topical study, commissioned by the Central Personnel Administration,

where I feel that there is much to be learned amid my humble

knowledge. Yet being aware of shouldering the crucial undertaking as

a seedling to this topical study, the author is committed to continue

facilitating the promotion of English proficiency among the civil

servants.  While the author is fully convinced that at the onset of a new

millennium, there is much work to be done in Taiwan’s globalization

move and digitalization, yet where there is a will there is a way, as

Taiwan would definitely be able to complete its national incremental

objectives, at the wits of all superior officers and the efforts of all

associates, to rise to the occasion with innovative ventures.

(The author is of a executive officer  of Coast Guard Administration’s

defense patrol division)

Footnote:

1. Immigration Office National Police Agency, inbound/outbound pas

senger statistics at CKS for Dec. 2004, lookup date:  Jan. 16, 2005.

2. http://www.immigration.gov.tw/immigration/FileSystem/

news_doc/c_out.htm




